In spite of the presence of ostensibly simple constituents, CaLi 2 should be a very peculiar material under pressure. Its two 1-atmosphere polymorphs each undergo a structural bifurcation on densification to structures compressed or elongated in one lattice direction. A Hume-Rothery -type mechanism is proposed to account for the indicated lattice distortion. The narrowing of valence bands under pressure in this material, a large density of states at the Fermi level, and the expected high dynamical scales also hint at superconductivity. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.247002 PACS numbers: 74.70.Ad, 62.50.+p, 71.20.Dg, 74.62.Fj The bandwidths of the occupied valence states of both calcium (r s 3:26 at 1 atm [1] ) and lithium (r s 3:25) have been found to notably decrease upon sufficient increase in density [2, 3] . Might stoichiometric compounds of Li and Ca also exhibit such peculiarities? The Hume-Rothery rules governing alloying and structural changes in relatively simple metals provide a guidepost. The stability, or nesting, condition on electron concentration (reflected in a concentration dependent Fermi wave vector k F ) is k F =K=2 1 (where K is the magnitude of the shortest lattice vector of the appropriate Brillouin zone). This yields an effective valence very close to 1.5 and, accordingly, we are led to consider CaLi 2 .
The bandwidths of the occupied valence states of both calcium (r s 3:26 at 1 atm [1] ) and lithium (r s 3:25) have been found to notably decrease upon sufficient increase in density [2, 3] . Might stoichiometric compounds of Li and Ca also exhibit such peculiarities? The Hume-Rothery rules governing alloying and structural changes in relatively simple metals provide a guidepost. The stability, or nesting, condition on electron concentration (reflected in a concentration dependent Fermi wave vector k F ) is k F =K=2 1 (where K is the magnitude of the shortest lattice vector of the appropriate Brillouin zone). This yields an effective valence very close to 1.5 and, accordingly, we are led to consider CaLi 2 .
The only intermetallic compound between Ca and Li at atmospheric pressure, CaLi 2 is a Laves phase with two polymorphs, the cubic MgCu 2 type [4] and the hexagonal MgZn 2 type [5] (Fig. 1) . The cubic phase has four interpenetrating sets of layers of lithium kagomé nets, while the hexagonal phase features a unique set of kagomé layers. The Ca atoms form a diamond network in the cubic phase and a hexagonal diamond network in the hexagonal phase.
Several highly unusual features emerge from our work. (1) A predicted sequence of unusual structural lattice bifurcations in both the hexagonal and cubic phases, the consequence of latent zone planes that become activated under pressure. Some of these involve local elongation in one direction while the overall density increases, and it has some generality. (2) A quite radical departure at high density of the electronic structure of CaLi 2 from freeelectron behavior. The elevated density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level, coupled with the expected high dynamical scale of Li as well as the possibility of favorable interlayer phonons, points to potential superconductivity of CaLi 2 under pressure.
We apply density functional theory with a plane-wave basis set, as implemented in VASP for static lattices. All electrons in Li and the 3p and 4s electrons of Ca are treated self-consistently, and the other core states of Ca are described by pseudopotentials. Perdew-Berke-Ernzerhof functionals [6] are used in conjunction with projectoraugmented wave pseudopotentials [7, 8] .
A sequence of fascinating structural deformations is calculated for CaLi 2 . The hexagonal symmetry of the MgZn 2 -type polymorph is maintained up to over 200 GPa. However, this phase undergoes a significant lattice bifurcation at pressures >47 GPa, showing at each volume two energy minima corresponding, respectively, to c=a> and < 8 p =3 (the value adopted in CaLi 2 at atmospheric pressure) [9] . These two distorted structures are referred to as hexagonal elongated (HE) and hexagonal compressed (HC) phases and for r s 2:42 are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. In the HC phase (c=a 1:58, p 53 GPa) three of the Li-Li separations around a hexagonal hole of the kagomé net are longer than the other three. As a result, if only the closest Li atoms are connected by lines, we see chains of trigonal bipyramids of Li atoms. At r s 1:91 (p 212 GPa), the c=a ratio of the HC phase is as low as 1.29. The HE phase (c=a 1:86, p 52 GPa) shows a layered character due to the (relative) lattice elongation, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . The unexpected elongation increases with pressure until r s 2:00 (176 GPa), where c=a 2:24.
The computed double-well potential energy surface [10] along the c=a coordinate at fixed density (r s 2:42) is shown in Fig. 2(c) . At this density, the energy difference between the HC and HE phases is of the same order of magnitude as the uncertainty in the calculated energy (1 meV=CaLi 2 ). The energy barrier between the two minima, 4 -6 meV, is well below the dynamical scale of Li, whose Debye energy is 36 meV=atom [11] . This suggests (a) the interesting possibility of lattice fluctuation, through cooperative tunneling, and (b) that restoration of finite masses to both Ca and Li may well result in some exceedingly interesting thermally driven phase transitions, and ensuing transport properties. At higher pressures, the energy well on the elongated side deepens compared to the compressed one, though the shallow well on the com-
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Cubic CaLi 2 goes through successive symmetrylowering Martensitic distortions as the pressure increases. The underlying lattice changes from fcc, to body-centered tetragonal (bct), and then to body-centered orthorhombic (bco) with compression (Fd 3m ) I4 1 =amd ) I 42d ) I2 1 2 1 2 1 ). At 15 GPa, two energy minima emerge, with c=a ratios greater and smaller than 2 p (the value corresponding to a cubic cell). An orthorhombic, albeit small, distortion begins at the same point [12] . We will call these two distorted phases cubic elongated (CE) and cubic compressed (CC), including the orthorhombic modifications. In the CC phase at r s 2:42 [46 GPa, c= ab p 0:96; Fig. 2(d) ] the diamond network of Ca is compressed along the fourfold helical axis, becoming a -tin-like network. We also note a local rotation of the Li 4 tetrahedral clusters, in addition to the compression along c direction. The Li 4 clusters in the CE phase at the same density (50 GPa, c= ab p 1:59) are also rotated, but this time stretched along the c direction as shown in Fig. 2(e) . The calculated enthalpies of the most important structures are shown in Fig. 3 .
What causes the deformations? Mott and Jones attributed the stability of cubic diamond, having the same symmetry and electron count as cubic CaLi 2 , to the large zone bounded by (220) zone planes [13, 14] . Here, the (311) Fourier component of the self-consistently screened oneelectron pseudopotential (V 311 ) is of similar magnitude as the strongest (220) component (V 220 ), but the former zone planes do not yet touch the Fermi sphere. Upon compressive tetragonal distortion, 16 of these (311) planes will move closer to the free-electron Fermi surface, while 8 will move farther away. Since the free-electron energy corresponding to ( 2 ) is well within jV 311 j of the freeelectron E F [15] , it is expected that such a distortion will be stabilizing, and, as a consequence, there is an inherent lattice instability to tetragonal distortion.
By examining a model local pseudopotential we find that jV 311 j rises rapidly with increasing density [15, 16] . In addition, the occupied valence band width of CaLi 2 grows very slowly with density and at high pressure actually drops. Therefore, the lattice instability, as measured by the increasing V K =E F , is expected to increase with density. At a critical point, as the energy penalty is overcome, the distortion is realized [16] .
In the CC phase at r s 1:92, chains of Li and Ca atoms can be identified, as depicted in Fig. 4(a) . At this pressure the lattice vectors a and b are significantly different and the lattice is decidedly orthorhombic (I2 1 2 1 2 1 ). The Ca atoms form zigzag chains, while the Li atoms form helices with 4 atoms per full turn [17] . The low-symmetry CaLi 2 phase has two regions of high density of valence electrons [ Fig. 4(b) ]. The first is near the Ca ions, possibly because of the higher effective nuclear attraction acting on valence electrons and the nodal structure of the core wave functions. The second high valence density region is between Li helices. This interstitial electron pocket itself forms a helix, propagating perpendicularly to the front face of the unit cell shown. Regions near the Li ions and between the nearest Li-Li neighbors show low valence density. The origin of the peculiar distribution of valence density under high pressure is the exclusionary effect of core states, as discussed by Neaton and Ashcroft [2, 18] .
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Structural complexities in hand [19] , we can look at the surprising electronic structure of these phases [20] . Bandwidth should normally increase with overlap of atomic orbitals from neighboring atoms, and that overlap, in general, increases with reduced internuclear separations [21] . In CaLi 2 the band width actually drops with increasing density, after a sluggish initial rise (Fig. 5 inset) . At r s 2:08 (p 139 GPa), the bandwidth attains its minimum value, at 3.44 eV, only a third of the free-electron expectation. A similar astounding narrowing of valence bands has recently been observed in Li, Ca, and Na [2, 3, 22] . Thus the electronic peculiarities of the elements persist in their intermetallic compounds. And we also find that they are independent of the specific structure or distortion CaLi 2 adopts.
The DOS of CC with l projections at this density (r s 2:08) is shown in Fig. 5 [8] ; this DOS is most un-freeelectron-like, with massive peaks at the bottom of the occupied valence manifolds. The s, p, and d orbtials contribute over the entire energy range of the occupied valence bands. The occupied valence levels on Ca are overwhelmingly d in character, with some s character and rather small p contributions [8] .
To the best of our knowledge, CaLi 2 has not been scrutinized for possible superconductivity. This, we believe, is a likely property of CaLi 2 , under high pressure if not at 1 atm. Two aspects are of obvious importance in this context-the attractive electron-phonon-electron coupling and the electron-electron repulsion. For the former, it would appear the situation should be no less favorable overall than it is for the constituent elements themselves, except that additional pairing strength may be derived from a multiplicity of intergrouping modes (the equivalent of interplanar modes in MgB 2 [23] ). The far more important issue concerns the electron-electron terms, which are critically dependent on the details of electronic structure in a multiband situation as here [24] .
The density of states clearly plays an important role for these terms; we find that at the Fermi level, N F in CaLi 2 rises until p 8:8 GPa (r s 2:89), when the hexagonal structure is more stable. Then N F begins to drop, and at 26 GPa the Fermi level sits in a narrow but rather deep pseudogap. CaLi 2 is, however, unlikely to become semimetallic at this pressure, as the gap is so narrow that it can be washed out by dynamical effects. After transformation to the CC phase above 31 GPa, the Fermi level continues to fall in a pseudogap, but at higher pressures, the N F value increases again due to the band narrowing. At 202 GPa the CE phase is most stable and attains an N F value of 0.22 per electron volt per electron, 1.8 times the free-electron expectation at this density. These high DOS values, in addition to the lightness of Li, may potentially lead to significant superconductivity, though it is clear that the phonon structure, and the possibility of propitious interlayer phonons (as occur in MgB 2 ), has yet to be established. We see in CaLi 2 that the presence of constituents otherwise regarded as ''simple'' can nevertheless lead in certain combinations to behavior of quite striking complexity, and perhaps even favorable to ordered electronic states. This suggests more generally that a broader investigation of the wide class of intermetallics, especially those incorporating the lighter elements (and under low temperature and high pressure conditions) may be of considerable interest.
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